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Nancy Dickson settles in
Upper School principal finds new ways to connect
by Rachel Miller ’19
Running the Upper School and
Twitter feed @principallypark would
be a difficult feat for most, but Nancy
Dickson is balancing both with grace
and enthusiasm. Joining the Park
community July 1, she has seamlessly adapted to her new job
and new city. “She has been
wonderful to work with,” said
Cole Simon ‘16, the current
student council president.
“She brings a new outlook,
and her history in progressive education and educational leadership makes her
a great person to work with
in improving the school.”
Dickson attended the
Groton School, a private boarding school in
Groton, MA. Describing
the elite school as the

Robotics team wins
by Abel Sapirstein ’17
The silver robot built by Park’s
robotics club sped to victory in a
three-team alliance in its most recent
competition at McDonogh School on
September 25. Along with Dulaney
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The robotics team won a recent competition as part of an
alliance with other schools.

High School, this was the first competition the Park robotics team has
won outright.
The Park team entered two robots,
one as “1719” and the second one as
“9171.” Both were built over the
course of six weeks in January and
February of 2015. Parker Brotman
’17, the Project Manager and one
of the pilots, said the two robots are
identical, except in one key aspect:
the color used on their chassis. The
reasoning behind building two robots
was simple: “We built the two robots
to give us extra time to practice,” lead
engineer Eli Litwack ’17 said.
This competition was not the first
test of the robots, and their pilots.
The schedule for competitions is on
a yearly basis. FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and
Technology), a non-profit charity, organizes the robotic competitions each
winter. This year the build challenge
for all teams will be released on the
first Saturday of 2016. Teams will
have six weeks to design, program,
and build a robot to complete the
challenge.

School tackles composting
New bin in Middle School is part of sustainability effort

by Celka Rice ’19

“Anti-Park,” she said she had more
of a traditional private school experience. She played field hockey and
lacrosse, and was also editor-in-chief
of the yearbook. Her nickname in
high school was Wheels, a play on
both her speed on the field, and her
maiden name, Wheeler. In the winter
months, she turned to acting, with her
biggest role being Lady Bracknell in
The Importance of Being Earnest her
senior year.
Dickson had hopes of going into
advertising and living in New York
City. But her “classmates saw something I couldn’t see in myself,” said
Dickson, who was voted Most Likely
to ‘Become a Teacher at Groton’ in
her senior yearbook. Dickson has
been in education for a while, most
recently working at the NightingaleBamford school in New York City.
In her four short months at Park,
Dickson has already won over many,

Dickson, see p. 7
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The recent United Nations summit on climate change has focused
attention on environmental issues,
but politicians are not the only people
making a difference. Various groups
of Park School students and faculty
have been working hard to create a
more sustainable environment.
P.E.A.C.E. (Park Environmental
Action Coalition for Everyone) is
one such group. The club is relatively
new and still deciding on its mission.
Co-leader Alexis Hudes ’16 says that
she would like to spread awareness
on “how our daily actions affect the
world around us.” In the past the
group has hosted an Earth Day event
and added a TerraCycle bin to the Upper School commons.
Madeline Wolf ’19 spent a portion
of her eighth grade year working on
bringing a compost bin to the Middle
School. “There are some compost
bins in the cafeteria, but between
classes nobody wants to run up there

and compost their food,” she said.
“So we decided to add a compost bin
to the Middle School.”
Middle School language teacher
Pelle Wertheimer, whose classroom
is located across the hall from the
new compost bin, agreed. “It’s great
to have a place where we can throw
leftover food and other compostable
items,” she said. She felt that students
were relieved to know they are not
wasting so much.
Middle School science teacher
Rob Piper, upset with the number of
compostables he sees students throwing away, was already planning the
installation of another compost bin
outside his classroom. “We only
have so much space and resources.
We should make the best of them,”
he said.
The most ambitious project yet is
being undertaken by a sustainability
committee made up of faculty members from the Lower and Middle
Schools, as well as the heads of the

Composting, see p. 4

Saturday in the Park

Families come out to annual fall festival

Homecoming, Lower School Open House, and
Saturday in the Park all took place on Saturday, October 17. Families with young children played games at the Kindergarten, while
alumni returned to campus to recapture the
athletic spirit. photos courtesy Communications

Robotics, see p. 4
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Awareness is not enough
This month, Upper School students were
asked to wear pink on the Wednesday of Spirit
Week to “support the fight against breast cancer.” And on October 1, as part of Childhood
Cancer Awareness Month, students were encouraged to wear pajamas, buy goods from a
bake sale, and donate money. Many students
chose to wear pink clothing or pajamas. Fewer
chose to give money.
There’s nothing wrong with wearing a particular color or style of clothing to support a
cause. But there is something wrong with
wearing clothing for the purpose of spreading
‘awareness,’ and doing nothing else.
Awareness is frequently a good thing—it
brings attention to a disease, or a group—which
can lead to raising money for a good cause,
or to changing attitudes towards a culture or
minority. We have no objection to raising
awareness. But awareness won’t cure breast

cancer or childhood cancer. It won’t directly
fund research into lifesaving drugs, or clinical
trials, and it won’t enable those who can’t afford
chemotherapy, radiation, or surgery to suddenly
afford it. Awareness won’t directly save lives.
Upper School students who only wore pajamas or pink made a statement in support of a
cause. But they did nothing to contribute tangibly to the cause of curing deadly diseases.
Just wearing an article of clothing is far simpler
than giving up money or time, though those actions do more in the battle against the diseases
themselves.
Don’t fall victim to tokenism. If you support the battles against breast and childhood
cancer, or any other fight, do more than what
is easy. Go out of your comfort zone, dive into
some meaningful work, or give up something
you value to make a more tangible impact in
whatever you do.

When correct is wrong
Lately, there has been a surge in the enforcement of political correctness in schools. Most
people consider this an improvement—a delineation of what is proper to say, and what can be
potentially hurtful. Is Park next?
At Park, conversations are often casual and
spontaneous, something we value as students.
Our teachers are people who are easy to talk to,
and who encourage discussions. We think that
the intervention of a code for political correctness will only harm what we see as a safe space.
We have felt the influence of political correctness in our classes. As a school, we are
regularly disappointed in our discussions about
serious issues involving race, class, and politics because they result in very little action and
in few useful arguments. We believe that this
happens because there is an oppressive fear of
saying something ‘wrong’—something that
counters the norm.

Over-enforced political correctness only
serves as a limiting set of guidelines that restricts words and phrases. The English language
changes from a near boundless medium for expression, to a minefield, in which a slip of the
tongue can paint the speaker as a ‘bigot.’ Both
students and teachers tiptoe around certain ‘offensive’ terms, in fear of offending someone.
Restriction of speech in a school keeps
students from living in the real world. People
should say what they think. If students become
accustomed to only acceptable talk at their
school, then they will end up unused to regular, common language, which can sometimes
include vulgar or offensive terms.
We are not implying that uncivilized language should be encouraged or pardoned. We
are simply stating that ‘baby-proofing’ speech
in school can actually harm the students by infantilizing their experience of learning.
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Lower Schoolers know better
by Mollie Eisner ’17
I’m sitting in a tiny wooden chair at the
weekly Lower School Garden Club meeting;
I like to think that I’m the cool high school
helper, but the truth is that I’m just another kid
in the club.
Today, we’re eating spaghetti squash from
the garden. As the kids finish their snack, they
start clean up. The classroom has a lot of bins:
recycling, compost, paper-only, and trash. The
kids avoid the trashcan, dutifully placing paper
plates and scraping squash into the compost,
shoving napkins in the paper-only bin. These
kids know what they’re doing.
As I watch, I think about the time earlier that
week when two of my friends argued by the bins
in the cafeteria about whether a plastic bag can
be recycled. At the time, I laughed at their silliness—until I realized that I didn’t know either.
I spoke to two innovative environmental
advocates—who just happen to be in third
grade—named Jonah Kelemen and Talia Gaffar, about sustainability at Park. (To my friends:
Talia recommended that we reuse the plastic
bag. Smart.)
On a recent trip around the Middle and
Upper School, Gaffar and Kelemen inspected
the trash, recycling, and compost bins. “There
were all these different things in the trash, like
bottles,” Gaffar said. “There was food, too, and
the compost bin was just across from the trashcan,” Kelemen said.
“I’m puzzled and worried,” said third grade
teacher Ellen Hoitsma, who pioneered the Lower School’s advances in sustainability, including the introduction of TerraCycle to students.
TerraCycle is a company that manufactures
products from pre-consumer and post-consumer
waste.
After our conversation, I’m left wonder-

ing what’s going on with sustainability in the
Middle and Upper School? Why are we taking
so long to participate in a more significant way?
Why can these Lower School students tackle
something we can’t—or won’t?
Gaffar explained the urgency of sustainability. Treating the environment poorly threatens
“the animals and the sea where you swim,”
Gaffar said.
To combat this, Kelemen recommends the
spread of knowledge. “I can tell my [older]
brother and he can tell all his friends, and his
friends will pass it on to the Upper School, and
they will pass it on to the world. You can tell everyone you see. My grandma does [TerraCycle].
She always brings beauty supplies.”
When asked how they feel when they help
the environment, Gaffar and Kelemen exclaimed simultaneously, “HAPPY!” Hoitsma
hopes that if we listen to these young advocates,
“their voices might inspire” us.
Kelemen acknowledges that signage around
the compost, recycling, and trash bins is confusing in the Middle and Upper School. “We
couldn’t really tell what they meant,” Kelemen
said. He added that there are a “billion” trashcans, but not many compost or recycling bins.
Kelemen has a point, however this should not
be our excuse. I’m confident that we can understand signs if we try, and we can advocate
for more bins so that being sustainable is also
convenient.
Most sustainability work in the school is
performed by Lower School students and teachers. This isn’t right; we are the oldest kids in
the school; we have learned how to advocate
for important causes; and we should be inspired
by the Lower School’s initiative to further sustainability.
Jonah and Talia even volunteered to give up
recess to help out with TerraCycling. If they can
do that, imagine what we can do.
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Students over-fill physics class
Placement changes led to overcrowding in one accelerated class

by Leah Genth ’18
This year the ninth grade class has just one
section of accelerated ninth grade physics, instead of the two sections as in past years. The
sole accelerated class is made up of 22 students,
crowded into Sean Lally’s basement classroom.
This large section occurred in part due to a
change this year in how the science department
organized the physics classes.
In past years, the physics teachers traveled
down to the graduating eighth grade class in
the spring to discuss the differences between
regular and ‘faster’ physics classes.
Students would hear about the two options
and then through discussions with their current
teachers, adviser, and parents, they would decide which class they wanted to take. The Upper
School program of studies lists only one course
called physics, and student transcripts make no
distinction between the levels.
Having a large amount of student input involved in the process made it more difficult at
times. “[In the past] there was some concern
because girls often underestimated their ability and put themselves into the regular class,
while the boys would sometimes overestimate,”
Scheduler Bob Carter said. Carter is responsible
for making the class rosters based on the recommendations that he receives.
This year the science department changed
the process, basing a student’s physics placement largely on their predetermined math placement. “There was a form I could fill out for
preference, but I didn’t have to since I was in
accelerated automatically because of my math

placement,” Rachael Devacka, a ninth grader
new to Park, said.
For students in eighth grade, the process had
even less student input: “I was just placed in a
class. I found out once the schedules came out,”
Gabe Wittman ’19 said.
“The message we got from [the eighth grade
math teachers] was very clear. We would have
one small section,” said Lally, who is teaching the accelerated class as well as two regular
classes, said,
Following the recommendation of the eighth
grade math teachers, Carter put one class of
accelerated physics into the block schedule for
the 2015-2016 school year. In late May and into
the summer, Carter received more and more
directions to move other students into the class.
The class went from being in the teens all the
way to having 22 students. “By the time it was
apparent that the class was too big, it was too
late to change the scheduling,” Lally said.
For now, the ninth grade is stuck with their
one, very large accelerated physics class. Although the class size is not ideal, Lally said that
navigating the small basement classroom was
still manageable.
The students agree: “I was concerned at
first,” Catherine Reid ’19 said. “but now it’s
fine.” Devecka seconded approval for the class:
“It’s a big class, but it doesn’t bother me.”
“The emphasis is on making sure that people
have a good experience and learn physics at
a comfortable pace,” Carter said. “Students
should remember that physics placement does
not determine their entire science track, and
they will have other opportunities if they want
to move into accelerated chemistry or biology.”

Auction to raise tuition funds
by Ethan Harrison ’18
Every three years, parent volunteers ramp
up their involvement in the life of the school
by leading the auction, an event that has, since
its inception in 1979, raised over $3 million
for tuition assistance and faculty support. The
fifteenth auction will take place in the Athletic
Center Saturday November 21.
Auction co-chairs Meredith ’94 and Adam
Borden, and Karen Sirota Weinstein ’87 began
planning 18 months ago. According to Director
of Special Events Jayme Wood ’93, the auction
is the school’s “largest fundraising effort” outside of a capital campaign.
“It is one of the main vehicles for insuring
academic support,” Adam Borden said.
Planning a successful auction requires dozens of parent volunteers who staff committees
that solicit donations of hundreds of items in
several categories including Art, Antiques and
Collectibles, Culinary, Great Escapes, and Experiences. The event incorporates both live and
silent auctions.
The main silent auction will begin at 5:30
p.m., followed by a live auction, the highlight
of the evening, at 8:15 p.m. for a select group of
special items. Former Park parent, Jon Levinson, of Alex Cooper Inc. will be auctioneer for

the live event. Among the items featured are a
stay at a house in Big Sky, Montana, the chance
to be Principal for the day, and a visit to a guitar
factory in which the winner leaves with a guitar
of their choice. “There will be something for
everybody to win,” Weinstein said.
For the silent auction, some faculty members
are offering their talents for a Made by Park
category of hand-made creations and unusual
experiences. Auction guests will get a chance
to bid on a fondue evening hosted by French
teacher Jenny Sorel, and a calligraphy class
taught by fourth grade teacher Jenny Harbold.
Other significant prizes in the silent auction
are a Bethany Beach getaway, Baltimore Ravens field passes, and a Cal Ripken Jr. signed
baseball bat.
Apart from the chance to bid on items, the
night will include food courtesy of the Classic
Catering People. Because tickets are usually
expensive, $100 per person this year, teachers
have not attended in great numbers. To encourage participation, an anonymous donor has
purchased enough tickets to cover all faculty
and staff.
Many parents and others are excited to see
the outcome of their work on the auction. “It’s
always a fun night and we would love to see as
many people as possible,” Director of Development Roger Seidenman ’85 said.

Habitat launches new community engagement program
by Dasha Khristich ’18 and Aerin Abrams ’16
Habitat for Humanity at Park is
working to provide volunteer opportunities that are more connected to
communities through a new initiative,
the Baltimore Experiential Education
Program (BEEP). Habitat’s inception
at Park in 1999 came with the goal of
bringing the community together to
work on something greater. Students
worked on builds through the Habitat
organization to help provide adequate
housing to Baltimore residents. While
builds continue to be a focus of the
club, other programs and organizations are being incorporated as well.
Still a subdivision under what
is currently known as Park Habitat,
BEEP is a creation of club leaders
Ross Basner ’16 and Jason Sangiamo
’16 after the unrest that took place in
Baltimore this past spring. “Students
wanted more opportunities to be engaged in the community, and we felt
that through our connections from
both Habitat and being close with
Rommel [Loria, Director of Civic
Engagement] we could give something to the school,” Sangiamo said.
“BEEP is an all-encompassing
community service group,” Basner
said.
The group is aiming for tangible
results that come from working with
people in the community. “We’re
looking to branch out because we

haven’t gotten as much engagement
as we’d like with Habitat alone,” club
leader Dani Bieler ’16 said.
“We set an ambitious goal of
getting 100 volunteers involved in
community projects, which include
working with children, planting trees,
and supporting community organizations,” said Loria, the club’s faculty
adviser. Although getting 100 volunteers involved will be a challenge,
Loria said, “to think that one-third of
the Upper School could be involved
is exciting.” In order to meet the goal,
they plan to get students to work together with community members on
a continuing basis.
“It’s pretty easy to find both new
and old organizations to work with
because of Rommel’s connections,”
Sangiamo said. The club has already
gotten involved with a few different
organizations to start off the year.
One organization, the Boys and Girls
Clubs of Metropolitan Baltimore,
sent a group of kids to participate
in activities led by Park students on
September 19. On September 26, students assisted with a B’more Healthy
Babies event. The organization teaches families good parenting skills. Students babysat the children of these
families while the adults made use
of some of the resources at the event.
As of now, the main connection

that BEEP has established is with
Civic Works, which according to
its website “strengthens Baltimore’s
communities through education,
skills development, and community
service.” On October 3, the organization’s Day of Service, students
planted trees with Blue Water Baltimore. Sangiamo, Basner, and Loria
are working with an individual from
the organization on establishing
Park’s own community lot instead
of continuously visiting various lots
already in place throughout the city.
At the October 14 assembly, Habitat
hosted Civic Works Executive Director and Maryland Delegate Dana
Stein along with Associate Director
of Community Engagement Becca
Bakre, who spoke about the Civic
Works program. “It was educational
and it outlined a lot of potential service opportunities,” Basner said.
Julie Rogers, a founder of Park
Habitat, agrees that building houses
is a small part of what the club does.
“Habitat, at Park, needs to think
about the whole community, not just
building,” she said. Building a house
doesn’t solve the problems families
in poverty face. “Students have a lot
of power. I hope they are able to realize that, and do something amazing
with it.”
The next service opportunity, a
Habitat build and Harvest Festival
on McCabe Avenue will be on October 31.
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M. Soudry ’16 helps children pick out books from a book drive/
swap at a Boys & Girls Club of Metropolitan Baltimore event.
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MS begins composting Robotics team wins
Compost from p. 1
facilities and community service departments.
“We’re getting bins for trash, compost, and recycling; they are going to be clearly marked
and color coded, and placed around the school
and out on the athletic fields,” said
Lower School librarian Twig
George. “There will be posters whenever possible right
behind the bins so that you
know exactly what’s supposed to go in there and
what isn’t.”
The committee will
face challenges in
implementing change.
“There have been
many, many, sustainability committees
over the years and there’s
been some interesting work
done, but it’s always been
a few people who then got
busy or had to do other
things,” George said. She
photo by A. Abrams ’16

Robotics from p. 1

hopes that this group will continue to move
forward with other projects. “I think we have
to start somewhere, so we’re going to start with
recycling, and after we get done, we’ll take the
next step,” she said.
Next steps will almost certainly include
changes in the cafeteria and school store.
George said that the school is moving away
from plastic utensils and plates and towards
more compostable materials. The committee
is also updating the water fountains to make
them a more viable option for thirsty students.
It’s not just committee members that can
help. George feels it is important for everyone to
be involved—students, faculty, facilities, caterers, and clearning crews. “We need to talk about
it [sustainability], to bring it up, to become educated about different issues, to find something
you’re passionate about,” she said.
Upper School president and co-leader of
PEACE Cole Simon ’16 said that “We have to
work through education and then get a composting bin so our compost isn’t being wasted.” He
felt that although the bins are very important
they will not be useful unless students and faculty can learn to use them effectively.

US takes on service day

As the fifteenth anniversary of the Upper
School’s annual Day of Community Building,
Service, and Reflection approached, faculty
learned that the traditional organization of the
event had changed as a result of summer meetings among administrators.
“The idea was to move [the annual Day of
Service] to the spring and offer a more substantial program,” Rommel Loria, Director of
Civic Engagement said. The day of service,
possibly in April, will encompass a full day
organized around a theme. Planning includes
service activities for part of the day, and then,
according to Loria, opportunity for reflection,
discussion or exploration of issues related to
that service. Money previously set aside for
the November half-day has been re-allocated
to this new initiative.
Left with neither budget nor outside planning help, the Upper School faculty decided to
try and create its own Day of Service, renamed
the Day of Community Building. Jeff Jennings
(science) and Susan Asdourian (art) solicited
ideas for activities to take place on campus.
Outdoor activities were traditionally offered
on this half day and could involve as many as 50
or 60 students. In the past, students have constructed and repaired a woodland path through
the north woods, cleared invasive species from
trees along the stream, winterized the small gar-

den plots on the south side of the Athletic Center, and the Lower School garden, and accomplished other small maintenance jobs. Jennings
is seeking to gauge faculty and student interest
in more of this kind of work for November 25,
the half day before Thanksgiving.
Asdourian is hoping get faculty to offer
some indoor community building choices, too.
She has suggested that a group of students engage in a close reading and discussion of “The
Case for Reparations,” an article by Baltimore’s
Ta-Nehisi Coates, a journalist who writes for the
Atlantic. Other indoor teach-in style offerings
could involve watching provocative films such
as Black Panthers: Vanguard of the Revolution,
and Chops, a 2007 Bruce Broder documentary
film about high school jazz musicians. Other
suggestions from teachers include listening to
race-issue oriented radio episodes of NPR’s
This American Life followed by discussion.
Science teachers Elliott Huntsman and Julie
Rogers, and others whose classrooms are also
laboratories or studios, are asking small teams
help them clean and organize learning spaces
as a way to build community.
“We started [the Day of Service] for the
spirit of the day, and there’s no reason we can’t
continue a half day of that community spirit
building if enough people step forward,” said
Patti Porcarelli (English).

photo by H. Block ’15

English teacher Angela Balcita ran an activity on last year’s day of service,
which took place on the half-day of school before Thanksgiving.

Some past challenges have been Frisbee, yoga-ball, and basketball throwing, and climbing.
In order to build a functional robot in six
weeks, the team subdivides into a series of committees. The technical steering committee is
composed of the leaders of the subdivisions.
On this committee are Litwack, lead engineer,
Brotman, project manager, Aaron Eline ’17,
lead programmer, Eddie Fishman ’17, drivetrain engineer, and President Race Mahaffey
’17. Gillian Branam ’16 is outreach coordinator.
Several students from Dulaney High School are
also on the Umbrella Corporation team. After a
hectic build season, the team’s robot competed
last spring.
The two robots, which each cost just shy
of $1000, and the teams’ entry fees are paid
for through grants and sponsorships. Primary
sponsors are Park, TEDCF Publishing, Lion
Brothers Clothing, Maryland Portable Concrete,
and Waterjet Cutting of Indiana.
September’s competition had the same
format as the competitions held in March last
school year. Consisting of two rounds, a qualifying round and an elimination round, the objective of the competition is to stack boxes the size
of a recycling bin. The robots themselves are
about 6 feet tall and have a base approximately
3 feet by 3 feet. To complete this objective,
teams work with two other teams; collectively
they are known as an alliance. “During qualifications, the alliances are assigned at random,
but during elimination the top eight teams get to
select two other robots to form their alliance,”
Brotman said.
Twenty eight teams from several states en-

tered into the regional competition. Team 9171
(Park’s silver robot) was selected by the topseeded, TechFire 225 from York, PA. Rounding
out their alliance was McDonogh’s own Team
4505. This alliance finished first, winning the
competition.

photo by N. Blau ’18

The team’s alliance with McDonogh
and the top-seeded TechFire 225
finished first.

Wellness seminars continue
by Mahey Gheis ’18
This year marks the second implementation
of health and wellness seminars instead of the
previous Alcohol and Other Drugs (AODS)
seminars for freshmen.
The change was thought to be necessary because the specificity of AODS limited the conversation on other real topics that high school
students encounter on a daily basis. The faculty
thought the previous focus on alcohol was too
stereotypical of high school life, and perpetuated the thought that drugs are the only issue
that students have to deal with.
“It was important to me that we build a program that promotes a balanced view of what it
means to be healthy and well,” Krista Dhruv,
Upper School counselor said, “and offer a wider range of topics.The substance use component
hasn’t gone away; it’s now just one piece of a
broader health education program.”
The seminars cover nutrition and body image, study skills, community and diversity,
stress management, substance use, and depression. They are held on a bi-weekly basis
with rotating groups. Freshmen see similarities
between the seminars and previous programs.
“It’s basically like having another round of life
skills,” Taura Zarfeshan ’19 said.
Another benefit of the wellness seminars is
the collection of ideas for the Wellness Task
Force, or WTF. From the vast amounts of data
collected, the group finds and recommends
ways to adjust school life to be less stressful
and to create a healthy environment.
“It is fair to say that the Health and Wellness Task Force data we secured from students
last year overwhelmingly spoke to the value
and importance of employing motions of affective education,” said Dave Tracey, another

Upper School counselor. “In particular, issues
of stress management and sleep regulation were
underscored.”
In May of 2015, the group had their recommendations split up into three categories:
low-hanging fruit, mid-hanging fruit, and
higher reaches. An example of low-hanging
fruit would be establishing silent spaces in the
school for contemplation, mindfulness, and rest.
Mid-hanging fruit included creating a ‘wellness
Wednesday’ assembly to kick off no homework
‘holidays’ and adding more health conscious
options at M, X, and G blocks. The highest
aspirations of the group were
to create a stress management seminar for eleventh
graders, and to establish
and fund a school health
survey every other year.
While the ninth grade
continues to participate
in wellness seminars, the
rest of the Upper School
can expect to see
more from the
Wellness Task
Force.

photo by M. Weiskopf ’15

Krista Dhruv, Counselor for Middle
and Upper Schools.
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WORD ON THE STREET
Freshmen Speak Out

What do you think of the
changes to physics classes?
by Cici Osias ’19
In previous years, students have
had the opportunity to request the
science class they wanted to be in.
Most students chose based on what
they thought would best fit their
Sean Lally,
learning speed, abilities, and interscience teacher est, whether it be accelerated physics
or the normal-paced class. But for
“Two or three students disagreed with
me strongly about what I thought the best this year’s ninth graders, the system
placement for them was. They ultimately has changed.
were able to try the accelerated class.”

Last year some Middle School
teachers thought that certain people
clearly belonged in the accelerated
class, so students were no longer
given the opportunity to indicate
Bob Carter,
their preference. Ninth graders and
faculty were interviewed and asked
scheduler
to share opinions on the change in
“A number of years ago the faculty felt
the structure and student placement like the kids were just pushing to be in inof ninth grade physics classes.
appropriate classes because it would look
better on the transcript.”

Ethan B.

Caitlin P.

Shelby S.

Lillian L.

“The teacher choosing the student’s
placement allows students to be pushed past
where they would push themselves, but at
the same time it might also put students in
an uncomfortable position where they are
in too high or too low of a class.”

“I think the science department didn’t
ask for student input because of the pressure
some students face choosing to challenge
themselves in a higher class or be confident
and do well in a regular class. Some students
do not know what is best for them.”

“I think not being able to choose the
physics class level is helpful because then
we’re not saying we’re so good or we’re so
bad, we get to be placed in something that
the teachers think is good for us and it helps
us grow more.”

“It could be helpful that students don’t
choose their class if the teachers think someone belongs in a certain class but the student
doesn’t; but at the same time it’s the kid’s
education so they should be able to choose
where they want to be.”

Layla H.

Jonathan K.

Julia R.

Lexi M.

“I think teachers should choose [the
physics class level] initially and then if you
think you’re in the wrong place you can talk
to a teacher.”

“I’d much rather have a great teacher
than be in a really fast class that’s not good
for me.”

“I think I know that just being in this [accelerated] class I have to work a lot harder,
not that I wouldn’t work hard in the other
class.”

“I would prefer not choosing [the physics class level] because the teachers know
what’s best for me. I don’t want to pick
accelerated just because my friends are in
accelerated.”
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Technology transition troubles students
by Branch
Seidenman ’19
“Go check my wiki for homework” is a common phrase Park high school students will hear
from teachers at the end of class. A wiki is a
website in which most teachers will post their
homework and other details about the class. At
first glance, this seems like a great system—
every night, you simply navigate to the wiki,
and you have your homework right there—no
planner needed. In this case, what people fail
to notice is that this leaves six different wikis
for students to check.
“But Branch,” you’ll say, “it can’t be that
hard to go to six websites!” And you’d be right,
but there is a better way. It’s Veracross. Granted
—the name Veracross will make many students
shudder—it had its fair share of bugs in its earlier years, and it made a bad first impression.
According to Susan Weintraub, Director of

Library Services and Information Technologies,
“We were using wikis before we got Veracross,
and initially, Veracross wasn’t flexible enough.”
Veracross is the system that the school uses
for many things, including accounting and admissions; it allows teachers to post homework.
If all teachers posted their homework on Veracross, students could have one place to go to
check their homework, and they wouldn’t need
six different websites to accomplish this simple
task. “I really don’t like how the teachers use all
sorts of different places to post assignments,”
Carlie Baumann-Furtaw ’19 said.
“The wikis are really confusing—I wish all
the teachers just used Veracross because it’s so
much easier,” Lexi Mantilla ’19 said.
Unlike the Upper School, Middle School
has introduced Google Drive into their technology curriculum. Google Drive is software
that is similar to Microsoft Office. But Google
Drive has two big advantages over Office: it’s
all online, and it’s free. Google Drive being all

online means that you don’t have to worry about
misplacing the flash drive your essay is on, or
losing everything when your computer crashes
since everything is online, on any device, and
saves automatically.
Another highlight of Google Drive is its
share feature. Students can ‘share’ their work
with teachers, and once that is done, teachers
can ‘comment’ on the document- an electronic
way of writing in the margins.
Sadly, many high school teachers don’t use
Google Drive; some choose not to, others just
don’t know how to. Because of this, many students are forced to print out their work, which
takes extra time and it harms the environment.
“When we have to print out all of our papers
it’s much harder for people who are not super
organized to keep track of them,” said Baumann-Furtaw.
While requiring Google Drive may not be
the best option, students should still have the
choice, which Weintraub, who is also an Upper

“

The wikis are really
confusing—I wish all the
teachers just used Veracross
because it’s so much easier.
—Lexi Mantilla ’19
School teacher, has given her class: “I asked my
students what they’d like to do. While they like
Google Drive, they also like having a choice. I
think we should do a better job teaching teachers how to use [Google Drive] so that students
can have the option of using it.”
Teaching the new students might also be a
good idea. In Middle School, all students were
taught how to use Google Drive, but new Upper
School students don’t get that luxury.
Mantilla, who is a new student, said, “I never
used Google Drive at my old school, and some
teachers expect me to use it, and I’m still trying
to figure it out.”

History without Mr. Mal Advoc8 misses the mark
wait to hear about what stories and adventures
of ancient history awaited as I walked into that
corner classroom in the Athletic Center.
Other students shared the same appreciaAs the school year began, there was an abun- tion for Mr. Mal’s teaching style. “He made the
dance of positive energy in the hallways, as material fun, and I honestly would have rather
well as a feeling of apprehension, but something been taking notes and hearing about the mateseemed to be missing from the mix. The Middle rial than doing Jeopardy every week,” Zach
School was missing an iconic figure—eighth Hobbs ’19 said.
“While I worked hard and didn’t always
grade social studies teacher Lucky Mallonee,
achieve the result I desired, Mr. Mal taught me
better known as Mr. Mal.
Mr. Mal’s eighth grade ancient history social how to distinguish the important text during
studies class was legendary. He used a rigorous readings and prepared me for high school,”
teaching style that differed from many other Timmy Barrick ’17 said.
It’s apparent that Mr. Mal was a unique
teachers here.
Mr. Mal’s class was composed of daily lec- teacher, and I feel lucky that I was one of the
tures, where his students would write copious last students to have a class with him. As I renotes. These notes were used to study for his flect on my experience, I cannot help but feel
weekly quizzes. These quizzes were miniscule sad for those current eighth graders who will
compared to his unit tests, which occurred about not have him as a teacher. They are missing out
on what I believe was an incomparable experievery two months.
The tests covered enormous amounts of ence because it was so different from my other
material and contained both short-answer and classes in Middle School.
“Students will be missing out on his apessay questions. In addition, there were group
presentations every Tuesday. These consisted of proach to studying history—his humor, pasan interactive game and were based on a chapter sion for the subject matter, incredibly detailed
knowledge for the material, and guidance in the
from one of the books used in class.
Last year I had Mr. Mal as a teacher, and his classroom,” Paul Worley, chair of the Middle
class was an experience like no other. Often, School social studies department said. “The
lectures can seem rather dull and boring; but, way he challenged students was unique.”
Current eighth grade students also lament
Mr. Mal added color to his lectures, and I’m not
just referring to the color in the pictures of his the fact that they are not able to take his class.
PowerPoint. He was able to make each lecture “His class would have been a great experience
and challenge to prepare me for other classes
interactive.
He engaged me, and in each class I could not in the future,” Arenal Haut ’20 said.
Worley referred
to Mr. Mal as a mentor. “I got to know
Mr. Mal through
department work. I
benefited from his
wisdom, insights,
honesty and experience of being a
history teacher for
so many years,” he
said
It was truly
sad to see Mr. Mal
leave. But Peter
Sun, former chair
of the Upper School
History Department
cartoon by H. Kouwenhoven ’17 at Garrison Forrest,
has filled the void.

by Lance Rombro ’19

by Ollie Thakkar ’19
Advoc8 is a major project at the end of
eighth grade in which students choose a social issue, individually or in a group, identify a
root cause, and attempt to find a solution. Advoc8 replaced eighth grade speeches, where
students would prepare a persuasive argument
about a topic of their choice. In the summer of
2013, several Middle School faculty members
convened in a FACA (Faculty And Curricular
Advancement Program) about service learning,
and in it created Advoc8. Although Advoc8 is
more innovative, speeches were a more valuable educational experience for the student.
Although Advoc8 promised more options
than speeches, it was not necessarily productive. “[Advoc8] created the illusion that you
were doing something,” Jane Pelton ’19 said.
Others agreed. “Our group achieved nothing,” Ben Norbrook ’19 said. During the four
full days allotted for Advoc8, the library contained more than a few boisterous eighth graders
performing frenzied dances and cackling every
minute. Speeches prevented this by requiring
each student to finish a very large concrete assignment in a short amount of time.
However, speeches were stressful. “They
came with a lot of historical burden,” said Middle and Upper School librarian and language
arts teacher Lisa Gottlieb. Language arts teacher
Geoff Meyers even described this burden as
“unhealthy.”
Advoc8 also was stressful, because students
were required to present their findings in front
of parents. “I got six hours of sleep that week
[before the presentation],” Quintin Forrer ’19
said.
Because of the difficulty of composing a cohesive presentation with minimal advice, class
time was often used for Advoc8 work, which
resulted in fewer regular classes. “Language
arts and science [classes] were taken up by Advoc8 for the last third of the year,” Norbrook
said. Speeches were more language arts based,
and monopolized less class time.

‘Instead of talking about
change, we could go places and
change things’

—Katie Fee ’19

‘[Presenting my speech] was my
favorite memory from eighth grade...
It really helped with my public speaking.’
—Ben Glasser ’18
Students learned more in speeches than in
Advoc8. Speeches not only allowed students to
learn important skills about rhetoric and argument not covered in Advoc8 but also required
a large amount of effort to be completed in a
short time—a powerful and effective motivator.
This forced students to manage their time and
have more self-discipline, which was not the
case in Advoc8.
Also, speeches are more progressive, though
some disagreed. “[Advoc8] went beyond just
doing research and speaking it,” Meyers said.
“Advoc8 gives even more space for students to
be creative,” Director of Civic Engagement and
Service Learning Rommel Loria said.
But speeches did involve choice and creativity, two basic tenets of progressive education.
“It was open-ended: go choose a topic and write
about it,” Ethan Forrer ’17 said.
Speeches were also a long-standing tradition. “[Presenting my speech] was my favorite
memory from eighth grade,” sophomore Ben
Glasser said. “It really helped with my public
speaking.”
As a project, speeches could be graded, with
feedback for improvement. Neither grades nor
feedback were given in Advoc8, and Advoc8
was a group project, which allowed students
to get away with minimal contribution and incomplete presentations. In speeches, a single
incomplete presentation would be a great embarrassment to students, parents, and teachers.
Despite not requiring much effort from the
student, Advoc8 did introduce a new kind of
learning.
“Instead of talking about change, we could
go places and change things,” said Katie Fee
’19.
“It was a good opportunity to do community
service in school,” Millin said. Although this
community service is valuable, it is not more
valuable as a learning experience. Advoc8 practices analyzing evidence, time management,
and teamwork, but not revision, writing, or how
to argue. Although teamwork was not as prevalent in speeches, writing, revising, and public
speaking were, making speeches a superior
learning experience overall.
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Dickson adjusts to US
Dickson from p. 1

photo by N. Blau ’18

Nancy Dickson is the first permanent female principal of the
Upper School since Janet Edwards 26 years ago.

including Traci Wright, Upper School
Dean of Students, who served as Interim Upper School Principal last
year. Dickson is “a very organized
person, and will help us coordinate
our efforts ... I think she will also do
a great job of connecting with parents
and keeping parents better informed
about what’s happening in the Upper School,” Wright said. “It’s great
watching her get so excited about athletic teams and going out to participate. Seeing her on the field with her
family has been sweet, and it’s great
that she is making time for that.”
Other fans include her six freshman advisees. “She’s really funny,
organized, and nice,” Matthew Hudes
’19 said. “One time she had us rebuild a mobile she’s had since she
was little. We took it on as an advisory project, and put together the seven
globes to make the mobile, which is
hanging in her office.”
Dickson shows the competitive
nature that got her into sports while
playing Pictionary during advisory,
most recently against English teacher
Max Wiggins’ advisory. “Nancy was
very confident and competitive when
we played,” Hudes said. “She came
up with fun themes: first Park School,
and then Halloween.”
A strong aspect of life at Dickson’s previous schools was that “all

the teachers were eating together;
one of the biggest surprises to me [at
Park] was when I saw many of the
teachers eating alone. I loved that part
of my day, and it provided an opportunity to get to know my colleagues
in a personal way, beyond just our
professional roles.” Dickson has been
trying to eat lunch with teachers to
get to know her colleagues. Miriam
Lupien, an administrative assistant,
says that this is “a nice change to the
busy culture at Park.”
Dickson is different from her predecessors in many ways–most notably the fact that she is the first permanent female Upper School principal
in 26 years. Her primary goal is to
“last longer than the last three upper
school principals,” Dickson said with
a laugh, referring to the fact that her
predecessors have not remained in
the job more than one to two years.
She says that being the first female
principal in a long time “is exciting”
and that “there is a certain responsibility. I don’t do my work through
that lens, but I know there are some
things I do inherently differently because I am a woman.”
Dickson believes this because of
her “experience working at an all
girls’ school, and attendance at some
leadership seminars aimed at women.
Both of those experiences taught me
about how women lead, learn, and often engage differently.” These experi-

ences have strengthened Dickson’s
commitment to ensuring that voices
of women are heard in the community: “[During meetings] I try to be
fully prepared and very conscientious
about the different elements at play.
I also am trying to intentionally encourage all my peers and students to
lead, but I’m being particularly intentional about verbally nudging the
female teachers and students along.”
Feedback about having a female
principal has been positive. “I’ve
heard from quite a few female colleagues that they are glad to have a
female principal, in part to balance
the perception and feeling that the
most assertive and loudest voices
among the faculty tend to be men. So,
much as we do in a classroom, I’m
always trying to pay close to attention
to whether I’m providing a space for
all voices to be heard,” Dickson said.
Other than the fact that she wants
to stick around for a while, Dickson
said she “didn’t come into Park with
a set of lofty goals, in the sense that I
wanted to learn from the community
first and determine what those around
me see as challenges and opportunities and set goals accordingly.”

Follow
Nancy Dickson
@principallypark

Field trips expand academic experiences
by Catherine
Robbins ’18

I

n a school with such a rich curriculum
within a single day, is there room for field
trips? While most teachers choose to stay in the
classroom, Upper School teachers Jeff Jennings
(science), Carla Guarraia (science), and Peter
Warren (history) take their classes on unique
field trips.
Warren has led a variety of different field
trips in different subjects. His history classes
have taken a walking tour of D.C., and visited
museums such as the Smithsonian and the
Newseum. “A lot of it ends up being just doing
something together as a class, as far as information goes; as far as material goes, we don’t
have to leave the classroom,” Warren said. “But
on an experiential level, I do think it’s kind of
the experience that’s important.” Students also
visited the Reginald Lewis Museum of African
American History, where the docent was Tony
Cosby ’15, who was doing his senior project
there. “I think that it’s a wonderful museum,”
Warren said, “but that just made the trip about
a thousand times better than it would have been
otherwise. It was that connection.”
Warren has also gone out for an African meal
with his Modern Africa class, along with Upper School French and Spanish teacher Malick
Mbengue and some of the students in Mbengue’s Advanced Topics class. “That’s really fun,
it’s probably my favorite thing to do because
it’s eating,” Warren said.
Warren’s film class field trips tend to be
less formal; students can volunteer to meet at
a theater to see a movie. “My film class last
year went to see a Hitchcock movie that was

at the Towson Town Center. That was a lot of
fun,” he said.
Jennings values the power of field trips
because he believes that there is a difference
between knowing something and being able
to touch it and see it firsthand. His field trips
range from local trips to farms, but can also
go as far as the Smithsonian or to an island
in the Chesapeake Bay. On the farm, classes
wrestle chickens, clip their wings, and collect
eggs, but there are also other lessons that can
be learned by just being there. “I’ve taken environmental science classes there to think about
what it means to be a farmer and produce food
and what their challenges and issues are with
that,” Jennings said. The students learn about
the economic aspects of farming as well as the
environmental.
One class with a lot of field trips is Chesapeake, a class that studies the scientific and
historic aspects of the Chesapeake Bay. The
class has gone to a waste burn facility, the
bay’s wastewater treatment facility, and a new
trip this year. “This year with the Chesapeake
we’re taking a three day field trip to Tilghman
Island, which is down in the bay,” Jennings said.
On the island, the students will go fishing and
seining, and talk about the issues of erosion,
climate change, and invasive species. “We’ll
talk about the issues, but in the end I think the
real power of the trip is in just connecting with
the bay,” he said.
Guarraia has very strong feelings about the
usefulness of field trips. “Our main goal is just
exposure to people and environments that are
different from here,” she said. As the biomedical research teacher, she has taken her students
to three different labs in universities with which
the class has partnerships. The class visited an
industrial clinical research lab, where the stu-

dents were able to see the production of pharmaceuticals firsthand. Guarraia believes that the
setting and the interactions with the professors
and graduate students running the research are
unique and can’t be learned in class. “We also
don’t have a full scale research facility running
at all times, so they don’t see an environment
with tons of equipment, and tons of experiments
going concurrently,” Guarraia said.
Guarraia also teaches a class on health-related risk factors and how to prevent them. The
class has given presentations at the Weinberg
Center, a resource for homeless people.
“We had a big health fair and offered materials on seven different ways to prevent cardio-

vascular disease,” she said. “They did a really
great job.”
Even though field trips can be difficult to
organize, teachers are insistent that these trips
are worth it because of what the students gain
from making connection outside of the classroom. Departments have given surveys to
see whether students found these excursions
to be worthwhile, and the feedback has been
overwhelmingly supportive. “It gives me new
drive and curiosity to what we are doing in our
class!” one student wrote. “It’s a big hassle for
everyone involved to make a field trip, but if
it’s worth it to everyone then we’ll keep doing
it,” Guarraia said.

photo courtesy R. Loria
Last year, students in Carla Guarraia’s class on health-related risk factors visited
the Weinberg Center and presented information on cardiovascular disease.
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Students form Stale/Mate Art Collective
by Catie
Turner ’17
Stale/Mate Arts Collective is a
group of young artists in the Baltimore area, many of whom are Park
students. It is a platform for producing and sharing work.
“An artist collective is a group
of artists who want to affiliate themselves with each other,” said Upper
School art teacher Christine Tillman.
“Through affiliation with that group,
[the collective] can help promote

by permission of Ruby Miller ’19

everybody. It’s cool to see that in a
school.”
The idea for Stale/Mate began to
germinate long before the first issue
of its zine (a small magazine) reached
circulation throughout the Park Upper School. Ruby Miller ’16, one of
the founders of the collective (along
with Daniel Neiman ’17 and friend
Matt Ellin), said, “About a year ago,
[we] had a very vague idea for Stale/
Mate Arts Collective. It was a very
broad idea of how we could all combine our interests. We wanted to have
a place where people could appreciate
each other’s work and have a place
to show it.”
This idea has grown into a group
of artists—visual, musical, and literary—who work together to display
and share work. Stale/Mate Arts
Collective has produced two zines,
as well as hosting an event where

affiliated artists showcased work.
“There was a poetry reading, music performances, and an art show,”
Miller said of the gathering.
She also expressed how well this
event aligned with one of the central
goals of the collective: to encourage
members to explore art broadly, often
pursuing many interests at once.
“There were certain people who
had stuff in multiple categories,
which is just amazing to see—people
reaching out to other genres and other
formats,” she said.
While Stale/Mate is in every way
a student-run, student-conceived operation, Tillman has long been aware
of Miller’s interest in bookmaking.
“The first I learned of [the collective],
Ruby handed me a copy of the first
issue of the zine. It wasn’t that big of
a surprise, because she’s been making
books as long as she’s been here,”

Picking Max Wiggins’ Brain
Unexpected questions with unexpected answers
by Thao Kahn ’17
Max Wiggins, a 2010 graduate, is back at
Park teaching Upper School English. As an undergraduate at the University of Maryland Baltimore County, he studied Gender and Women’s
Studies. Rather than ask Wiggins typical resume
questions, I thought people might want to get
to know a different side of him.
What does a typical weekend look like for
Max Wiggins?
What does a typical weekend look
like for Max Wiggins? So on Friday, I
usually come home, put on music and
comfortable clothes, and begin cleaning the house, which sometimes does not
end properly until Sunday morning or afternoon. It’s mostly
cleaning and whatever music
I happened upon recently.
On a scale of 1 to 10,
how many pennies do
you collect?
I try to avoid pennies
but I love change so like,
seven…yeah. Almost always.
What’s your favorite kind
of pen with which to grade
papers?
I don’t grade in pen. I only
grade in pencil, and 95% of the
time it’s mechanical pencil. I tend
to like the twisty ones more than
the clicky ones, so they appear less
severe and more childish.
Why did you become a teacher?
I’m not sure. I think part of it is
that I don’t feel sustained by working as a counselor, which is what I
used to do. I’m teaching because I
wanted a part-time job substituting
here, and then I just realized that
teaching is extremely rewarding and
a way more valuable way of learning
about the world than being a student.
Plus, now that I’m doing this work,
I can’t even describe how substan-

tial and wonderful the work is. Like I love so
many people at this school. So now there’s no
choice involved. I think I’m going to look up
from my desk and be 45 years old, like “How
did this happen?”
What’s the best thing you’ve never owned?
Oooh. So much stuff! I’ve never owned…
indoor basketball courts? Nah. Yeah. No. I
would love to own a dirtbike that was street
legal. I would love to have a soundproof room
at my house where I could play drums and record music. I’d maybe like to have another cat,
but I can’t decide. Street legal dirt bike is
for sure the answer. That’s not true! Like,
swimmable fresh water lake?
What’s your favorite season?
I can’t decide. I feel like the conspicuously warm weather this
fall has turned me a little bit
off of fall but I love fall in
theory. I’ve always been a
winter person but not just
because it’s my birthday
and Christmas. I love
winter! I love it when it’s
frigid because it makes
moving through the world
seem like so much more of
an adventure.
If you could tell all of your
students to read one book,
what book would it be and
why?
Ah! That’s such a good question! Mm…I have no clue. I have
no idea what kids like to read, but
just because I’m always surprised
by what folks like. I would love it
if everyone read a book that made
them feel like books are potentially great.
What’s your favorite color?
See, this is like a political one.
People often say what my favorite color is is not a color. I don’t
know? Lavender.

photo by N. Blau ’18

Tillman said.
Speaking of conversations with
Miller about free access to printers
and photocopiers at Park, she also
noted, “She’s not the only student
I’ve ever told that to, but she’s the
one who’s making the best use of it,
and that’s pretty exciting.”
Tillman also commented on the
DIY, beyond-the-classroom spirit of
the collective: “I’m excited to see
kids thinking creatively. I’m excited
to see kids thinking about their artwork and their creative life beyond
Park,” she said.
This spirit is, at its core, one of
the key tenets of the Park philosophy,
which encourages students to pursue
their own interests. Stale/Mate, and
other art projects run by independent,
passionate students, are clear extensions of the curiosity and drive that
make Park a rich artistic landscape.

photo by R. Miller ’16

Stale/Mate Arts Collective
gathered for a dinner party
October 17. Daniel Neiman
’17 (aka Ghost King) plays
some of his electronic music
for the group.

Adam Gidwitz finishes new novel
by Dakotah
Jennifer ’18
Author and Park alumnus Adam Gidwitz
’00 has a senior yearbook ad for the record
books. The page that his parents designed consists solely of embarrassingly honest quotes
from his Middle and Lower School teachers.
In some ways though, it is ironic. Gidwitz became an author despite the comments. On this
page of nine unfortunate excerpts his teachers say, “In class, Adam had to be constantly
reminded to stay focused and to refrain from
excessive socializing” or “meeting deadlines
and remaining focused consistently remain a
challenge.”Another teacher said, “Writing is
physically difficult for Adam.”
Though Gidwitz struggled with writing in
his youth, he loved library time and still keeps in
touch with Newbery Medal winner and Lower
School Librarian Laura Amy Schlitz. “I remember her stories and how rapturous they were. I
remember being transfixed,” Gidwitz said.
Though Gidwitz was in and out of the principal’s office in Middle School, he cleaned up
his act when he entered Upper School. He was
involved in theater and in the Upper School
government. “A lot of writing fiction is just acting,” Gidwitz said. “You’re inhabiting characters, and you’re just writing down what the
characters are saying.”
After being expelled from Montessori, Gidwitz decided on Park in first grade because of
a fun popsicle stick activity. “We were making
things out of popsicle sticks. I thought it was
really fun and I wanted to go to a school where
we did that all of the time,” Gidwitz said.
Now a full-time writer, Gidwitz published
his most recent book in September. The novel,
Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back, is a retelling, as are his three Grimm books. But this story
has a unique twist: you are Luke Skywalker.
Publishing company Lucas Press commissioned
Gidwitz to write the novel. It is part of a collection of retold Star Wars-themed pieces that
includes The Adventures of Luke Skywalker,
Jedi Knight, a picture book by Tony Diterlizzi;
and Return of the Jedi: Beware the Power of
the Dark Side!, a playful take on a dark story
by Tom Angleberger.
Though Gidwitz’s Grimm stories are also
retellings, this story is different because of its
background. Gidwitz has some experience with
the topic: “I do martial arts, specifically karate,
and I have a sensei,” Gidwitz said. Interests

Gidwitz’s new book came out September 22.

in Taoism and Buddhism helped him connect
with the “Jedi culture that George Lucas created,” he said.
Since his departure from Park in 2000, he
has been writing and storytelling. He attended
Columbia University and then went to England
for a year abroad. After college, he became a
teacher. But his journey did not go as smoothly
as planned. Gidwitz sent out 77 applications for
high school teaching jobs and got a measly two
responses. After interviews, though, he received
a third response from St. Anne’s in Brooklyn,
NY, and took a job as a Lower School teaching assistant. He started writing at St. Anne’s,
where he taught for seven years. “I was telling
stories to the kids, and I started writing those
stories down.”
Though Gidwitz is always writing, he still
visits St. Anne’s every Wednesday and reads
stories to the kids. He is returning to Park on
Sunday, December 6, to talk with Laura Amy
Schlitz on stage, for students and people from
all around Baltimore. He is currently working
on a story about three kids and a dog, all of
whom may be or may not be saints, in medieval
France.
Through his ups, downs, and school plays,
Gidwitz has always loved the Park philosophy.
His teachers helped him find an outlet for his
energy and helped him through his blunders. “I
made mistakes, sometimes pretty big mistakes,
but Park was really good about helping me learn
from them,” Gidwitz said, “Park was really a
place where I was able to follow my whims
and desires.”
As Gidwitz said, Park is a place where you
can make mistakes, be yourself and go wherever
your dreams lead. No matter who you want to
be or who you were, Park will accept you. It
seems, that’s all that matters for many.
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Brilliant, quirky Addams Family moves in
by Clare
Peyton ’17

Last year, the fall musical was a
classic Gilbert and Sullivan comic
opera. But this year, we travel to the
present to experience something new
and exciting. The Addams Family is a
contemporary musical, first produced
on Broadway in 2009, with a script
by Rick Elice and Marshall Brickman, and lyrics and music by Andrew
Lippa.
These three clever minds decided
to add yet another form of interpretation to this legendary family of
ghouls. What began in the cartoons of
Charles Addams in the 1940s became
the inspiration for multiple television
series, full-length feature films, and
finally a musical.
Following the original storyline,
this macabre story takes place in New
York’s Central Park. In the musical,
the audience will see the core values
of the Addams family challenged
when Wednesday Addams (Olivia

Sellman ’16) is pulled in a new direction as she falls in love with your average Joe, Lucas Beineke (Christian
Lillie ’17). The young Wednesday
Addams is the daughter of Gomez,
played by Connor Moore ’17 and
Morticia, played by Campbell Knobloch ’16.
Guiding the audience through the
performance is Uncle Fester (Luke
Pound ’18), along with the magic of
the all-female chorus of dead Addams
ancestors. The plot follows the reactions of Wednesday’s family to her
dramatic metamorphosis from her
usual dark self to a girl who is headover-heels in love. Coping with the
unreliable Wednesday is Grandma
(Marion Comi-Morog ’17), younger
brother Pugsley (Rebecca DetlingEdsall ’17), and manservant Lurch
(Ethan Forrer ’17).
Both Wednesday’s and Lucas’s
families change forever on the pivotal night when the Addams family
hosts a dinner for this more “normal”
family, consisting of Mal (Daniel
Cody ’18) and Alice Beineke (Lau-

ren Brooks ’16). Director Peter King
explains the larger picture to be that
the two families have extremely different world views, yet share many
things in common. King says, “They
both end up learning from each other
and growing.”
King also states that, as opposed
to its sole purpose being to entertain,
the show tells a great coming of age
story for Wednesday: “It’s about
learning to grapple with what your
family’s life is versus what your own
desires are that might contrast with
that.”
It was a perfect happenstance that
The Addams Family was chosen as
the musical just after You Can’t Take
It With You had been the freshman/
sophomore production last year, as
it demonstrates an almost identical
storyline with similar messages. In
both productions, there is a unique,
unconventional, eccentric family with
a daughter who has fallen in love with
a boy who comes from a more put-together and reserved family. The compatibility between these two families

is put to the test, as the audience waits
in excitement to find out if the lovers’ relationship can work after all.
But the fun part about this musical is
its fun, creepy, monstrous, and otherworldly characters.
When asked what the cast has
been doing to get into each of their
Addams-esque characters, Knobloch
explains that the cast starts off every
rehearsal with a warm-up game, “either set in gloomy places or containing Addams motifs in them.”
Along with the actors’ personal
character development, the costumes
made by the wonderful Pam Bennett
and the choreography done by the
Timothy David Copney, Brooks, and
Eliana Sakin ’17, will certainly help

the cast embody these iconic roles
and bring the show to life.
The Addams Family is a show
the whole family will want to attend.
With its brilliant humor targeted at
many different age groups, it will
keep you constantly laughing. You
will also find yourself on the edge
of your seats, rooting for the characters and wanting the best possible
outcome for each and every one of
them. This avant-garde version of a
familiar plot will help you to embrace
your inner quirks and eccentricities.
Sometimes, it is a necessity to take a
night off and go see a really fun musical that will make you smile. I can
guarantee that The Addams Family
will do just that.

photo by A. Abrams ’16

C. Knobloch ’16 and C. Moore ’17 rehearse for The Addams Family. The musical runs from
November 11-14 in the Meyerhoff Theater. Tickets go on sale October 30.

poster designed by R. Miller ’16

Students band together to form new jazz trio
by Ian Greenberg ’19
The piano is a loud, melodic percussion
instrument but it can play very softly. It’s sophisticated. The drums, too, can move from a
whisper to a crash, and a bass can be very thick
and thumping, but also smooth and laid back.
“The Trio” is a new jazz band created by Eli
Asdourian ’18, Daniel Neiman ’17 and Mike
Fishman ’17 that combines the dynamics of
these three instruments.
According to pianist Asdourian, one of
the reasons the trio formed is because when
all three members were in the jazz ensemble
last year, the majority of the members were seniors. “In the spring, the seniors in jazz started
to dissipate because of senior projects, so it
was just me, Mike, and Daniel. After
a while we decided to create our
own band,” Asdourian said.
“Since it is a trio, there is no
real leader. We each contribute
the same amount of work to
the group,” bass player
Mike Fishman said.
The members
of the trio are in
the process of
writing their
own musical
pieces to perform. “Over

the summer we have done a little original work,
nothing too intense yet. But we are planning on
doing a lot more,” Fishman said.
Asdourian agreed. “We started to write our
own music, but we kind of got side tracked…
we would like to start again.”
All three of the jazz musicians enjoy playing music outside of the band as well. All three
form the core of the larger Upper School Jazz
Collective and the Jazz Ensemble. Asdourian
also plays classical music and performs in piano
recitals every June and January. Neiman and
Fishman play guitar and sing vocals and are
regulars at Goldsoundz concerts.
The trio also shared the experience of taking Upper School Music teacher Adele Dinerstein’s year-long Advanced Music
Theory & Composers Workshop
class. The deepening jazz experience
on their instruments allows them, like
other musicians taking Dinerstein’s
class, to better understand both the
theory and aesthetics of performance.

photo by N. Blau ’18

Eli Asdourian ’18, Daniel Neiman ’17, and Mike Fishman ’17 rehearse in
the upper school music room.
One of the trio’s recent concerts was at
a July 4 celebration at the Museum
of Industry in Baltimore’s
Inner Harbor. A couple of
the songs the group performed were “Footprints”
and “Speak No Evil”, by
Wayne Shorter. Adele
Dinerstein attended.
“They bring a variety
of skills to the table,” she

said. “They’re each well-versed on a few instruments, which helps them to be sensitive to
each other’s solos.”
Dinerstein commented on how well the
boys get along, too. “They’ve been playing together for a while. Eli, Daniel, and Mike have
carved out a lot of steady practice time, which
helps to solidify their sound,” she said. Dinerstein described the overall sound of the trio as
“jazz-infused, shared improvisations.” The trio
have plans for more gigs in Baltimore this year.
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Faculty shows revived after six years
While Cerrone wanted to do the
show,
his feelings were complex
by Ben Cohn ’19
when Rice first approached him
with the idea. “I wasn’t immediately
hought-provoking, enlight- excited, although I don’t get excited
ening, personal: these are about that kind of thing easily. But I
words students used to describe the was honored, because a retrospective
faculty show featuring the work of is an important thing,” Cerrone said.
The retrospective is a reflection
Garry Cerrone, currently hanging in
the Richman Gallery, Davison Lobby, for Cerrone, showing all types of
work spanning the years he’s spent
and library hallway.
The show, which runs until No- at Park. Sorting through over 30 years
vember 20, is the first faculty show of drawings, paintings, and sculpsince the fall of 2009. “I wanted to tures wasn’t easy. Cerrone first had
offer Garry Cerrone a retrospective,” to eliminate work that was too old or
said Exhibitions Educator and Pho- too damaged and then finally chose
tography teacher Janna Rice. “He from a huge selection which pieces
was a teacher [at Park] for 41 years, he thought were best. After this, some
and he should be acknowledged. So pieces needed to be restored, which
when Garry said to me that he could Cerrone also saw as an opportunity
fill the gallery with his work, that sort to improve on the art. “It had to be
of left this question as to what should the best. I’m pretty stuffy about this
we pair with Garry’s work. Since we stuff,” said Cerrone.
But by the time he put everything
hadn’t had a faculty and staff show
in such a long time, we felt like that up, his opinion about the retrospecthat was a good fit to go with Garry’s tive changed. “It was weird. I actually
started to cry. It was the first time I
work,” she said.
had actually seen all my
work together, by itself.”
The call for artwork
was put out at the end of
the 2014-2015 school year.
Almost instantly, a dozen
faculty members responded
enthusiastically saying that
they would like to enter work
for the show. After another
call for work over the summer, even more people said
that they would enter their
art.
“[The show] was tied to
Garry, and I have revered
Garry since I got here ages
ago,” history and set design
teacher John Trout said. “I
just wanted to participate in
honoring Garry.”
Trout said immediately
photo by A. Abrams
that he wanted to enter his
Scott’s Boot: by John Trout.

T

Part of Art With a Grin: an exhibition by Garry Cerone.

work, an ornate drawing of a boot that
he made when he was 19. “I had my
wife photograph the work to send to
Janna to see if she was okay with it.”
Rice responded quickly, saying that
it was great.
“I thought that this was a great opportunity for the faculty to express
themselves,” Middle School Spanish teacher Di Bobrow said. “They
can show either pieces that they had
already done or see it as an opportunity to make something. I saw it as an
opportunity to make something that
could sort of reflect who I am.”
Bobrow’s painting of a pillón, or
mortar and pestle, was made as part
of a summer professional development workshop.
“When I got the email from
Janna, I immediately linked it to the
Stories from Home FACA that I did
this summer here at Park. I saw it as
an opportunity and I thought, ‘Well,
this could be a challenge for me to

photo by A. Abrams

paint something even though I’m not it simply showcases a broad range of
a painter, so I could get out of my types of art; all of which are beautiful.
comfort zone.’”
Her work, which Bobrow says is “a representation of my childhood and
also metaphorically such a
representation of who I am,
since I’m a mix of all these
things” showcases one of the
primary reasons that Rice
loves the show.
“That’s the beauty of it,”
Rice said. “Because students
have a two dimensional
view of their teachers, it illuminates that not only are
they talented about whatever
subject they teach, but that
they also have these other
things in life.”
Not only is the faculty
and staff show a compelling
photo by A. Abrams
look into the lives of faculty
Drawing
Cluster:
by
Christine
Tillman.
members outside of Park, but

Trevor Noah excels as new host of The Daily Show
by Graham Rubin ’16
For The Daily Show fans everywhere, the
wait is finally over. On September 28, The Daily
Show came back with another season, and another host. Since the announcement last March
that comedian Trevor Noah would be taking
over as host, questions have been on many fans’
minds have been: ‘Will Trevor be as great a
host as Jon Stewart was, and how will the show
change?’
My answers are ‘So far, yes,’ and ‘The comedic approach will change, but the subject
matter and political beliefs will not.’
Trevor Noah has only been host for a handful of episodes, yet he’s already showing his
immense talent. He’s just as funny, if not more
so, than Stewart. Noah prefaced the first episode
of the season with a monologue: “I can assume
that this is as strange for you as it is for me…
[Stewart] was in many ways our political dad,
and it’s weird because dad has left. And now it
feels like the family has a new step-dad.”
He pauses for a moment. “And he’s Black.”
Noah is also proving his abilities as a host

through the content material. In one episode he
talks about the recent shooting at an Oregon
community college. The live stream of a correspondent is revealed to be prerecorded. She then
tells Noah that many “live streams” are simply
prerecorded reports on tragedies (including police brutality and bombings of Syrian civilians).
These are recorded broadcasts of events that
have yet to happen.
Noah and his live correspondent go on to
reveal the report on Oregon is merely the fourth
of the five stages of typical mass shooting grief:
the shooting, country wide mourning, a speech
by the president, superficial news reports on
gun control, and finally keeping up with the
Kardashians.
In this bit, Noah and the Daily Show ‘correspondent’ are able to point out the absurdity of
pre-recording live tragic events, while making
clear that without any change in our laws, the
recurrence of these tragedies is highly probable. This is talented social commentary and
comedy together.
The show already has noticeable changes,
most notably in the comedic approach. Noah’s
jokes and bits are already edgier than those
of Stewart. In a segment covering the recent

United Nations meeting over issues in Ukraine
and Syria, Noah brings up footage describing
the cold interactions between President Barack
Obama and Russian President Vladimir Putin.
Their handshake is stiff, and their toast before
dinner, expressionless. Noah begins to speak,
“That’s the most hostile toast I’ve ever seen.
Those are the two faces of men who are pretty
sure there’s cyanide in their drinks.”
Noah gives a questioning look to the
crowd, “You go first.”
In comparison to Stewart’s show, the
comedy of the situation is less implied, the
punch lines more blunt. Two things that have
not changed, though, are the subject matter and
the liberal viewpoints. Already Noah is taking
on important national and international
events such as the Oregon shooting,
the United Nations meeting, and
US-China relations; he’s looking
at them through a liberal lens.
He uses comical jabs, insinuations
and opinions. He mocks the ‘politics as usual’
approach to TV news. Trevor Noah has already
made it very clear what side of the political
spectrum he and the new season of The Daily
Show are on.

cartoon by Tyrese Duncan-Moore ’18
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Freshmen practice unique sports
by Abi Klos ’19
We all know of team sports like
soccer and field hockey, but many
of the freshmen this year are doing
unique sports. Four members of the
class of 2019 pursue their own sports.
Ben Polyakov has been doing
judo for five years now at Baltimore
Judo. Judo is a Japanese form of martial art that means ‘the gentle way.”
Polyakov wasn’t raised with a sports
influence, so when looking for a sport
he wanted something unique. Before
judo, he looked at other sports such
as fencing, aikido, and jiu jitsu, but
he said, “Judo looked the coolest.”
The fact that judo looks cool isn’t the
only reason he loves doing it. Judo,
along with other martial arts, isn’t
just a sport, but also a way of life.
In Polyakov’s view, the philosophy
of judo means, “If someone attacks
you verbally or physically you kind
of just step out of the way and let
them fall.” Whoever makes the first
really aggressive move usually loses
because the opponent redirects the
others energy to the ground. Judo
has given Polyakov a unique way of
viewing life and the ability to defend
himself and others.
Since fourth grade, Owen Sahn-

ow has been performing circus. His
interest in it started after PE teacher
Robin Willard taught one of his Lower School gym classes how to juggle.
Sahnow picked up the skill very fast
and moved on to other more complicated circus tricks during class. “On
my own I continued to learn circus. I
saved up my money, bought myself
props, and spent my time learning
how to use them,” he said. Sahnow
also has been to Michael Rosman’s
circus camp where he learned to
unicycle and juggle fire. Currently
Sahnow does simple juggling, more
complicated juggling, tight wire, unicycle, rolling globe, rola bola, and
other tricks that you would see at the
circus. “[Circus] is a way to get out
stress; it makes money, it’s straight
up fun, and you get to impress your
friends,” Sahnow said. When people
find out he can juggle they will give
him random things, like shoes, to
juggle. Sahnow also performs at the
Waverly Farmers Market where he
puts out a hat for tips. If you can’t
make it to the farmer’s market to see
him, he will be more than happy to
juggle something for you.
Manya Gerstley has been horseback riding for ten years. She learned
how to do this at Full Moon Farm. At
her house, she owns one horse named

photo courtesy Kelly Polyakov

B. Polyakov ’19 (l.) and his judo class at the practice facility.

Lacey that she rides. She does competitions such as 100 jumpers about
every other weekend, along with just
riding for fun. Since she has been riding for many years, Gerstley can not
recall the number of competitions she
has won, but she has many wonderful stories and experiences. Every
year the Interscholastic Equestrian
Association (IEA) holds a national
competition and “last year my team
and I made it to nationals. We were
the only barn to have both middle and
high school teams and both of our
teams won fourth place.”
Gerstley got her interest in horseback riding from getting on the pony
rides when she was little. Her love
for riding comes from “the bond you
create with your horse,” she says.
“Once you start riding you just can’t
stop. Well you could, but who would
want to?”
Maeve Thistel has been an aerialist for the last six years. It started
when she was at Meadow Mill Athletic Club and she saw an aerialist, Robin Miller, practicing for an upcoming
show. Afterwards, Thistel went to her
father and told him that she wanted
to learn how to do what Miller was
doing. She then became Robin’s first
student. Thistel continued learning
and most recently got into Mobtown
Ballroom which is a circus school
taught by people who formerly
worked in Cirque du Soleil. She is
the youngest student. Thistel goes to
the circus school one to two times a
week and practices with Miller three
days a week. She mainly does silks,
which is a piece of fabric attached
to the ceiling, and hoop, which is a
metal hoop attached to the ceiling.
She also runs cross country and has

a full workout routine to keep her fit
for aerial. Thistel prefers aerial over
mainstream sports “because that’s
what everyone else does and I want
to bring something new to the table.
I like that idea of being different and
I like having to explain my sport to
people.” She also describes aerial as

“surprisingly meditative.” She says,
“You’re doing all of this stuff that you
know if you do it wrong you could
seriously injure yourself. Every part
of your brain is thinking: how am I
going to do this? But at the same time
it’s incredible because it makes you
feel one with yourself.”

photo courtesy Owen Sahnow

O. Sahnow ’19 has been practicing circus since fourth grade.

Restructured athletic dept. increases visibility
by Zach Stern ’19
With the addition of a new administrative
position, the Athletic Department expanded
both its leadership structure and plans for greater visibility within the school. Jenny Brennan,
former Athletic Director at Concord Academy
in Massachusetts is the newest member of the
Department; Robin Lowe ’84 is overall Director
of Athletics; Dia Clark ’06 oversees the Boys’
program and Brennan the Girls’.
“I think bringing Jenny in from Concord
Academy and having Dia step up into his role
is fantastic for our program. It brings new vision
and has a lot of energy,” Lowe said. “What is
maybe a little unclear to people is the perception
that we’re in this tiered structure, and we’re really not. We’re three people that have formed an
athletic leadership team.” With Lowe’s experience, Clark’s connections to students, and Brennan’s vision, the three make up a versatile team.
“Athletics is a really valued part of the community, but sometimes it feels like a separate
thing that happens, a thing that takes place after
school, and is less ingrained in the daily hallway
talk,” Brennan said.
They plan to focus on increasing school
spirit and changing the idea that athletics is
completely separate from the rest of the school.
“I think a lot of it is just us spending more time
on the academic side. Before the end of the year,

my goal is to find a class I can jump into and be
a part of a discussion,” she said.
With new perspectives and opinions come
new goals for the department. Primarily, changing the image of the athletic program is crucial,
and that starts within the community. “We’re
making sure we’re attending the faculty meetings, we’re making sure that our voice is heard
in department chair meetings, and we are sitting
in on administrative meetings,” Lowe said.
For students who don’t want to play a sport,
the school has revamped its physical education program by instituting new Upper School
P.E. options and making some available during
the school day. “Physical education is about
reaching all of our students, not just athletes, or
not just people who want one particular thing,”
Lowe said.
Options like Ultimate Frisbee led by science
teacher Elliott Huntsman have been available
and popular for a while. New this year, Upper School math teacher Eric Gilson is offering
Taekwondo, and science teacher Carla Guarraia teaches yoga during the school day. Other
athletic leadership opportunities continue to be
available to students who want a different way
of earning athletic credits.
The athletics team recognizes the importance of spreading its message to the outside
community, and presenting what Park Athletics is really about. “As an athletic director, my
focus is about spreading our message and being

really omnipresent. We want people to feel us
and feel our program,” Lowe said.
They intend to make the athletics program
more visible by going to admission events,
getting in contact with out of school
sports groups, and publishing articles
to conference websites. “The emphasis
is on telling and showing how hard our
students work. When it comes to athletics, we’re still trying to find new ways to
put that on display,” Clark said.
According to Clark, student athletes
have never lacked effort. “That’s something
I’m proud of, and that’s something that’s
been consistent through the years in Park
Athletics, but somehow that gets lost in
the public perception sometimes,
and I take that personally,” he
said.
With a hard working team of three at
the top, the Athletics Department
hopes to improve
the quality of the
experience for
each student
athlete, and alter the inaccuphoto by N. Blau ’18
rate image of Park US math teacher Eric Gilson teaches Taekwondo after
Athletics.
school.
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Bruins enjoy Brown and White Day

Jack in the
Box

Unwritten rules
and their place in
sports
by Jack Sheehy ’17
Just a couple weeks
ago, on October 14, the
world—well, at least the
baseball world—was taken
by storm. In a do-orphotos by A. Abrams ’16
die game five of an
Left: A. Leder ’17 lines up for a shot against Seton Keough October 16 on Kelly Field. The Bruins won 3-0. Right: S.
American League
Porcarelli ’16 fights for the ball against Indian Creek on White Field. The Bruins won 3-2.
Division Series
game, Toronto Blue
Jays’ right fielder José Bautista led his team
one step closer to the World Series by crushing a three-run, go-ahead home run in the
up unable to maintain this winning needed rest going into the postseason.
left-center field seats. That, somewhat shockby Will Tucker ’19
streak.
Hardships aside, the team chemingly, almost became lost in the shuffle.
The team took a hit in the middle istry has been excellent. The upperWhat really captivated the baseball world
This year Boys’ Varsity Soccer is of the season, losing many players to classmen have been extremely open
about
Bautista’s home run was what folin the midst of a strong regular season injuries. Losing three games straight to new players, including sole freshlowed.
Bautista stood there for a few seconds
and looks poised to make a deep run to Boys’ Latin, Severn, and Friends man Luke Goodinson-Paradis ’19.
admiring
his hit before emphatically tossing
into the playoffs. Head coach Zach sent the team on a downward spiral. “I think of the team as kind of like
his
bat
high
in the air towards the dugout.
Flores came into the program with Coupled with the loss of Devin Lowe a family, and the upperclassmen
(Go
watch
this
online; it’s actually a pretty
huge shoes to fill after the retirement ’17, the team’s top-scorer, to a foot immediately made me feel welmagnificent
hit.)
last year of legendary coach Lucky injury, the early sense of optimism come,” he said.
What Bautista did, called a ‘bat flip,’ reSophomores Xandi Egginton
Mallonee ’62. Captains Johnny Go- began to fade. Aside from Lowe, four
ignited
a frequent debate about baseball’s
other
starting
players
have
suffered
and
Liam
Bannon
play
central
middon ’16, Will King ’16, and Jacob
unwritten
rules and whether they still have a
Hulit ’17 have shown great leader- injuries throughout the course of the field and, despite their youth, are both
place
in
today’s
game. One such rule is that
season.
critical members of the team. Havship thus far.
bat
flipping
demonstratively,
and admiring
“The biggest change is practice. ing strong underclassmen gives this
The team stands at 8-6, but when
your
own
home
run
for
too
long
are signs
There
are
a
lot
of
days
where
there
are
team
a
promising
future,
and
Egginfully healthy it is difficult to beat. The
of
disrespect
that
have
no
place
in
the
game.
Bruins, particularly the starters, have only 10 people there, and that hurts ton, Bannon, and Goodinson-Paradis
Another
unwritten
rule:
it’s
fair
if
Bautista’s
been injury prone. This will prove to the team,” Godon said. At one point will continue to be a key part of this
opponents retaliate against his showboatbe a challenge heading into the play- the roster was so thin that only two squad for years to come.
ing—perhaps in the form of a 95mph fastball
Regardless of all the injuries, the
substitutes were available to relieve
offs.
to the back or even the head.
The Bruins started off well, win- starters. As injuries increased with team feels confident heading into the
There’s no clear answer to the question
ning five straight games including playoffs approaching, coaches made playoffs. “When we are playing well,
of
whether
these rules should remain a part
photo
by
L.
Kane
’18
against both St. Mary’s and Annapo- the decision to bring up less experi- we are one unit and we are very hard
of
baseball.
lis Area Christian School. Early on enced players from the Junior Varsity to beat,” Egginton said. It is likely the
Regardless of whether certain unwritten
the team seemed to have found a team. Calling on these players to fill team will travel to Gerstell for their L . Bannon ’18 strides
rules
are good or bad for sports, they have a
formula for success, but they wound the voids gives starters some much first playoff game on November 2. down Kelly Field.
place because they help to establish a unique
culture around the sport that spans across
generations of players. Written rules serve
the vital purpose of simply enabling a game
possible?
Sometimes, as a result, talented and exciting
to function fairly and consistently.
When people bash the sport of baseball, they young players are found.
by Spencer Levitt ’18
Unwritten rules, though, are an important
complain about low scores and long games.
Chris Davis was originally drafted in the
expansion on the official bounds of a game.
Brad
Tuttle
of
Time
Inc.
reports
that
in
2014
fifth
round
and
spent
over
two
years
in
the
miEach Major League Baseball team has 162
Most significantly, they serve the purpose of
games every season. The devoted fans, who the average length for an MLB game was three nor leagues. Davis then bounced around the
upholding values of sportsmanship that are
watch nearly every game, often see their favor- hours and eight minutes. And last season, teams MLB before he landed with the Orioles, thrived,
found in other forms in our broader society.
ite players get injured, sent down to the minor scored 5,000 fewer runs and hit 1,000 fewer and became a household name.
For example, the unwritten baseball rules
Even Davis, a two time MLB home run
leagues, get suspended for steroid use, or lose. home runs compared to the 2000 season, acregarding showboating, and an unwritten
champion,
was
a
no-name
until
his
seventh
cording
to
Tyler
Kepner
of
the
New
York
Times.
It’s hard to be a baseball fan, but by no means
rule of basketball that discourages a team
Pitchers are becoming more and more domi- professional season. In sports like football and
is it a lost love.
with a commanding lead to score on the last
“Baseball is like church: many attend, but nant, with more perfect games, complete game basketball this tends not to be the case; most big
possession of a game, serve to ensure that
few understand,” said Wes Westrum, a profes- shutouts, and no-hitters. It’s harder for fans to name players are well known in college and go
respect remains present. In football, there is
stay
interested
when
their
teams
do
not
hit.
straight
to
the
pros.
But
in
baseball,
the
average
sional baseball player back in the 1950s. An
an unofficial “rule” that a player whose team
While
games
can
be
long
and
low-scoring,
top
draft
pick
spends
about
four
years
in
the
average of 30,000 people attended each major
is getting blown away shouldn’t celebrate a
league baseball game this past year. But how baseball is fun and enjoyable. The relaxed at- minor leagues before even getting a chance in
score, or a big hit, or anything. This unwritten
many of those fans went because they genuinely mosphere of a ball game juxtaposed with the the major leagues. There is always excitement
rule serves to keep dignity a part of football.
thought that a 485 ft home run crushed by Jona- and opportunity that outweigh the hardships.
love the game of baseball?
Players who violate this guideline simply
than
Schoop
could
jump
off
the
bat
at
any
secYou
never
know
when
the
next
Derek
Jeter
Baseball games are becoming a hot spot to
look foolish.
hang out — this explains the high attendance at ond is why true baseball fans still love the game. might emerge.
As student-athletes at Park, we obviously
Fans have not given up on baseball because
When will the decline in fan interest actugames. But what shows more about the actual
don’t
receive the same kind of attention that
MLB fan base are television ratings; only true the game is still exciting. Yes, grand slams are ally become a problem? Not in the foreseeable
the pros do, so violating unwritten rules may
thrilling,
but
the
real
excitement
comes
from
the
future.
This
is
because
while
being
a
baseball
fans watch baseball at home on the TV. In 1986,
not be such a big deal. Nonetheless, in our
36.4 million people watched the World Series. ever-present opportunity. Because players are fan can be stressful and demanding, nothing
respective sports, we should still work to upJust last year, in 2014, when nearly every house- bound to miss games due to injury, sickness, or compares to watching your team storm the field,
hold sportsmanship and the important social
hold had a television, just 13.8 million people something else over the course of 162 games, put those goggles on, and go crazy spraying
values that they preserve.
other
players
need
to
step
up
and
fill
voids.
champagne.
tuned into the World Series games. How is that

Varsity Soccer set for playoffs

Being a baseball fan requires perserverence

